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Abstract: This study utilized a radar echo extrapolation system, a high-resolution numerical model
with radar data assimilation, and three blending schemes including a new empirical one, called the
extrapolation adjusted by model prediction (ExAMP), to carry out 150 min reflectivity nowcasting
experiments for various heavy rainfall events in Taiwan in 2019. ExAMP features full trust in the
pattern of the extrapolated reflectivity with intensity adjustable by numerical model prediction.
The spatial performance for two contrasting events shows that the ExAMP scheme outperforms the
others for the more accurate prediction of both strengthening and weakening processes. The statistical
skill for all the sampled events shows that the nowcasts by ExAMP and the extrapolation system obtain
the lowest and second lowest root mean square errors at all the lead time, respectively. In terms of
threat scores and bias scores above certain reflectivity thresholds, the ExAMP nowcast may have more
grid points of misses for high reflectivity in comparison to extrapolation, but serious overestimation
among the points of hits and false alarms is the least likely to happen with the new scheme. Moreover,
the event type does not change the performance ranking of the five methods, all of which have the
highest predictability for a typhoon event and the lowest for local thunderstorm events.

Keywords: nowcasting; blending; radar echo extrapolation; radar data assimilation; extrapolation
adjusted by model prediction; reflectivity

1. Introduction

Meteorological hazards can lead to massive loss of life and property owing to the sustained
trends of global population growth and urbanization. For risk reduction, worldwide weather service
centers make unremitting efforts to develop hazard information and early warning systems, whose
core technology lies in accurate weather forecasting. As the temporal and spatial scales of the
hazards vary, weather forecasting is classified into seven categories according to the lead time by the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO [1]): climate forecasting (>2 years), long-range forecasting
(30 days–2 years), extended-range weather forecasting (10–30 days), medium-range weather forecasting
(3–10 days), short-range weather forecasting (0.5–3 days), very short-range weather forecasting (2–12 h),
and nowcasting (0–2 h). Some studies, e.g., [2,3], define the lead time of nowcasting as 0–6 h instead.
The targets of very short-range weather forecasting and nowcasting are usually severe weather
systems at a meso-beta or -gamma scale, such as tornadoes, thunderstorms, and flash floods. The goal
is to provide a detailed description of their current states as well as an accurate prediction about
intensity and position variations in a few hours [4]. Besides forecast accuracy, fast computing,
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frequent updates, and high spatial resolution are also required to issue warnings or watches for severe
weather. With limited meteorological observations and computational resources, a comprehensive
consideration of these four requirements to develop an efficient nowcasting system is undoubtedly a
big challenge. In terms of meteorological observations, traditional surface and sounding measurements
play an important role, but only Doppler weather radars can observe three-dimensional wind and
hydrometeor information on precipitation systems at the highest temporal and spatial resolution.
Therefore, many countries have built upon networks of Doppler weather radars, partially upgraded to
dual-polarization radars that observe more cloud microphysical information [5,6], to surveil high-risk
areas for severe weather and seek the optimal use of radar data in nowcasting systems.

As radar echoes serve as the best indicator of precipitation intensity and positions, the most
intuitive and long established nowcasting method is extrapolating the latest tendency of echo variations
to the future [7]. Follow-up extrapolation studies have developed two major approaches to the tracking
of radar echoes: cell tracking and area tracking. For cell tracking, [8] proposed a technique to isolate the
echoes of convective cells in plan position indicator (PPI) scans and calculate their centroids, and then
two consecutive PPI scans (whose interval must be less than the lifetime of the cells) were matched
to derive the velocities of the centroids for predicting future positions. Modifying this technique, [9]
suggested a procedure to constrain the motion of each cell within a certain tolerance of the objectively
derived mean cell motion, which could suppress spurious cell motion. After robust radar networks
and sufficient computational resources were available, many weather research and operational units
have developed nowcasting systems which utilize cell tracking, such as Thunderstorm Identification,
Tracking, Analysis, and Nowcasting (TITAN [10]), Storm Cell Identification and Tracking (SCIT [11]),
Thunderstorms Radar Tracking (TRT [12]), and the Fuzzy Logic Algorithm for Storm Tracking
(FAST [13]). In contrast to cell tracking, which focuses on predicting cell positions, the approach of area
tracking considers the entire echo variations and thus has an advantage in quantitative forecasting.
There are two major methods for area tracking: Tracking Radar Echoes by Correlation (TREC [14,15])
and Variational Echo Tracking (VET [16]). The former divides the whole radar coverage area into
small overlapping squares at the targeted scale and then pairs the most correlated squares from
two consecutive scans to derive the velocity of each square. The latter uses a moving reference
frame and seeks its optimal velocity by variational analysis, which can be iterated as the reference
frame sequentially splits into many small frames at the targeted scale. Both area tracking methods
have been utilized by several nowcasting systems as well, such as the Continuity of TREC Vectors
(COTREC [17]), the McGill Algorithm for Precipitation Nowcasting by Lagrangian Extrapolation
(MAPLE [18]), the Optical Flow Scheme for the Gandolf System [19], and the Collaborative Adaptive
Sensing of the Atmosphere (CASA [20]). It is noteworthy that, trying to grasp high reflectivity
signatures within the radar coverage area and meet the demand for fast computing, almost all radar
echo extrapolation methods perform the horizontal extrapolation of composite reflectivity rather than
three-dimensional reflectivity.

In addition to the advantage of fast computing, radar echo extrapolation has very high forecast
accuracy in the first 30–60 min when existing convective cells have not yet dissipated. However,
the accuracy rapidly declines afterward because the formation of new cells is unpredictable with
extrapolation. Instead, new cells could possibly be predicted by the dynamic, thermodynamic,
and cloud microphysical processes of numerical models, and the predictability largely depends on
the quality of convective-scale initial conditions. For this reason, a high-resolution numerical model
prediction with radar data assimilation has been regarded as another key nowcasting method despite
high computational costs and widely proved beneficial for severe weather forecasting, e.g., [21–28].
In contrast to extrapolation that excels at a very short lead time, numerical models usually require an
integration period to spin up the foregoing processes and thus excel at longer lead time. In consequence,
modern nowcasting systems mostly blend both methods with adjustable weights based on lead time.
This blending concept originated from [29], which developed the Nowcasting and Initialization of
Modeling Using Regional Observation Data (NIMROD) system that blended the rainfall predicted
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by extrapolation and the Met Office Unified Model (MetUM [30]); the 1 year statistics from March
1996 to February 1997 in the United Kingdom showed that the NIMROD system outperformed either
extrapolation or MetUM in 6 h nowcasts. In [2], more blending studies were reviewed following [29] and
reached similar positive conclusions. In recent years, research topics have been focused on evaluating
different blending schemes and extended to downstream hydrological applications. For example, [31]
used a hyperbolic tangent weight scheme to blend the reflectivity predicted by extrapolation and
the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS [32]) with radar data assimilation for a tornado
case, which outperformed either extrapolation or ARPS. The authors in [33] utilized salient cross
dissolve (Sal CD [34]), an image morphing scheme, to blend the 18 dBZ echo-top heights predicted
by extrapolation and the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR [35]) model; the 24 day statistics
from mid-May to mid-June 2013 in the contiguous United States showed that Sal CD significantly
improved 2–5 h nowcasts in comparison to either the approach of linear cross dissolve (Lin CD)
or HRRR. This result indicates the importance to retain high reflectivity signatures without being
oversmoothed during the merging process of blending schemes. Apart from blending reflectivity
or rainfall, [3] employed a variational scheme to incorporate wind information from the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF [36]) model into the motion field of MAPLE for 16 typhoon cases,
which helped MAPLE maintain the rotation of typhoon rainbands and extend the nowcasting skill to
3 h. With respect to hydrological applications, [37] developed a real-time adaptive blending scheme
with the harmony search algorithm to blend the rainfall predicted by three extrapolation and two
numerical model systems, which was subsequently input into hydraulic models for urban flood
forecasting; experiment results for three heavy rainfall cases in South Korea in July 2016 showed that
the water depth in pipe and spatial extent simulated by this scheme were most similar to observed
inundated areas. The authors in [38] incorporated the rainfall volume trend predicted by a numerical
model (Moloch [39]) into an extrapolation system (PhaSt [40]) and then blended the rainfall predicted
by PhaSt and Moloch, which was subsequently input into a hydrological model (Continuum [41]) for
streamflow forecasting; experiment results for three flood events in Italy in fall 2014 also demonstrated
the superior performance of the blending scheme.

Inspired by the aforementioned successes, this study utilized the MAPLE system, the WRF model
with radar data assimilation, and three blending schemes including a new empirical one to carry out a
series of reflectivity nowcasting experiments for four major types of heavy rainfall events in Taiwan in
2019. The purpose is to evaluate the overall nowcasting capabilities of the five methods for various
precipitation systems and investigate the advantage of the new scheme, which can be guidance for
local early warning systems. Section 2 describes the features and configurations of MAPLE and WRF
as well as the three blending schemes used in this study. Section 3 classifies the sampled heavy rainfall
events and plans the details of the reflectivity nowcasting experiments. Section 4 shows the results
of spatial performance for two contrasting events and statistical skill for all the events. Section 5 is
devoted to the summary and future prospect.

2. Methodology

2.1. MAPLE and WRF

The MAPLE system is developed by the J. S. Marshall Radar Observatory of McGill University,
and its complete algorithm for VET and semi-Lagrangian extrapolation was first documented in [18].
As mentioned in the introduction, VET seeks the optimal velocity of the moving reference frame by
variational analysis, which in MAPLE minimizes a cost function as

JVET(u) = JΨ + J2, (1)

where u is the optimal velocity to seek; JΨ is the sum of the squares of residuals in the reflectivity
conservation equation; J2 is a smoothness penalty function that sums the squares of the second
derivatives of the motion field with respect to space, as
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where Ψ is composite reflectivity; t0 and ∆t are the current observation time and the interval between
consecutive observations, respectively; x and y are the components of the position vector x; u and
v are the components of u; β is a weight for radar data quality; γ is a weight for the penalty
function; Ω represents the domain of the reference frame. Moreover, MAPLE employs a scaling-guess
procedure [16] that iteratively retrieves the motion field with increasing grid resolution, which mitigates
the risk of convergence toward secondary minima. With the retrieved motion field, a semi-Lagrangian
backward scheme [42] is then used to advect reflectivity, whose displacement vector is determined as

α = ∆tu
(
t0, x−

α
2

)
. (4)

This advection process is divided into many small time steps, which enable a curved path to
capture rotational features in precipitation systems. Referring to [3], the configuration of MAPLE in
this study includes the use of three consecutive radar maps at a 20 min interval, a 5 dBZ reflectivity
threshold, a 3 × 3 smoothing window, five scaling guesses, a 72 × 72 vector density, and the values of β
and γ at 0.5 and 1000, respectively.

The WRF model is a well known numerical model developed by the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR), which comprises the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) and the
Nonhydrostatic Mesoscale Model (NMM) dynamical solvers, a rich collection of physics schemes,
a WRF preprocessing system (WPS), and a WRF data assimilation (WRFDA) system. The main
prognostic state variables contain the three-dimensional wind components, perturbation potential
temperature, perturbation geopotential, perturbation surface pressure of dry air, and the mixing
ratios of water vapor and various hydrometeors. In this study, WRF-ARW V3.3.1 was employed by
use of the Morrison cloud microphysical parameterization scheme [43], RRTM longwave radiation
scheme [44], Goddard shortwave radiation scheme [45], MM5 surface layer scheme [46], Noah land
surface model [47], Yonsei University planetary boundary layer scheme [48], and Kain–Fritsch
cumulus parameterization scheme [49]. For data assimilation, the three-dimensional variational
(3DVar [50]) component of WRFDA V3.4.1 is employed by the use of the control variable option 7
(CV7 [51]) background error covariance. The assimilated observations include data from the Global
Telecommunications System (GTS), Global Positioning System (GPS) Radio Occultation (RO), and
Doppler weather radars.

2.2. Three Blending Schemes

In this study, the 150 min nowcasting performance of utilizing either MAPLE or WRF was evaluated
for four major types of heavy rainfall events in comparison to utilizing three different blending schemes:
Lin CD, Sal CD, and a new empirical blending scheme. Referring to the aforementioned [33], the cross
dissolve (C) of two images (I1 and I2) can be expressed as

C(x, y) = wI1(x, y) + (1−w)I2(x, y), (5)

where w is a weight between 0 and 1. If I1 and I2, respectively, represent the reflectivity predicted
by MAPLE and WRF, w ought to decrease from 1 to 0 with increasing lead time for the declining
predictability of extrapolation. For the Lin CD experiment in this study, the weight w(t) linearly
decreases from 1 to 0 during the first 120 min of the nowcast period and then stays at 0 during
120–150 min. For the Sal CD experiment, the salience of reflectivity difference is considered to retain
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high reflectivity signatures, and consequently the weight wS(x, y, t) is a function of w(t) and the ranked
salience r(x, y) as

wS =
1
2

 wr
wr + (1−w)(1− r)

+

√
w2 + r2

√
w2 + r2 +

√
(1−w)2 + (1− r)2

, (6)

where r(x, y) is a cumulative distribution function (Φ) of the difference of normalized reflectivity (N) as

r(x, y) = Φ[N1(x, y) −N2(x, y)]. (7)

Besides, the authors suggest an empirical blending scheme called the extrapolation adjusted by
model prediction (ExAMP), which has full trust in the pattern of reflectivity predicted by extrapolation
but allows the intensity to be adjusted by numerical model prediction to a limited extent. This concept
originates from the authors’ operational experience that, within the very short lead time of nowcasting,
the positions of new convective cells predicted by numerical models during the spin-up period are
often erroneous. Nevertheless, the predictability for the intensity variations of existing cells, which
can be analyzed by radar data assimilation, is relatively higher in model predictions. The composite
reflectivity (Ψ) predicted by the ExAMP scheme is formulated as

ΨN =

{
ΨMAPLE + (ΨWRF −ΨMAPLE)(1−w) i f ΨMAPLE > 0 dBZ,
0 dBZ i f ΨMAPLE ≤ 0 dBZ,

(8)

where the innovation ΨWRF − ΨMAPLE has upper and lower limits of 0.5ΨMAPLE and −0.3ΨMAPLE,
respectively. Innovations beyond these limits are truncated to the limits to mitigate the possible impact
from excessive cell growth or dissipation simulated by WRF. Here, 0.5 and−0.3 are empirical coefficients,
the former of which has a larger magnitude to consider the possibility of rapid intensification in the
aspect of early warning. It is to be emphasized that this scheme aims at further improvement over
extrapolation before the extrapolation loses efficacy. However, there could also be limitations about
this newly suggested blending scheme on occasion. In case the new cell positions predicted by models
during the spin-up period are correct (with less chance), ExAMP will unfortunately miss them. Another
limitation lies in a problem of spatial discontinuity between the ExAMP nowcast and other longer-range
model forecasts, for example, at the lead time of 150 min in this study. If a seamless forecast that
merges the scales of very short-range weather forecasting and nowcasting is demanded, a further step
of blending the ExAMP nowcast and longer-range model forecast to smooth the discontinuity can be
taken into account.

3. Reflectivity Nowcasting Experiments

As a mountainous island situated in the warm, moist East Asian monsoon region, Taiwan has
a variety of precipitation systems all year round, especially during the flood period from May to
November. Mei-yu fronts (occurring from mid-May to mid-June) and typhoons (mostly occurring
from July to September) are usually the weather systems that bring heavy rainfall of long duration and
massive disasters. At smaller scales, local thunderstorms and convective systems near the periphery
of low pressure can also induce heavy rainfall of shorter duration. This study samples 43 three-hour
periods from 10 heavy rainfall events in 2019 with at least one rain gauge measurement exceeding
100 mm in the three hours, which refers to the level of extremely heavy rain defined by the Central
Weather Bureau (CWB). These sampled events are classified into the four major types, including the
local thunderstorm (LT), Mei-yu front (MF), convective system near the periphery of low pressure (PL),
and typhoon (TY), as listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. The classification of the sampled heavy rainfall events in 2019.

Event Type No. of Periods Event Date

Local thunderstorm (LT) 11 5/24 (1), 8/1 (5), 8/2 (5)
Mei-yu front (MF) 4 5/28 (3), 5/29 (1)

Periphery of low pressure (PL) 19 6/11 (3), 6/12 (1), 7/2 (10), 8/6 (5)
Typhoon (TY) 9 8/24 (9)

Total 43 10 events

Regarding all the 43 periods, MAPLE, WRF, and the Lin CD, Sal CD, and ExAMP schemes that
blend MAPLE and WRF were utilized to perform 150 min reflectivity nowcasts for comparison as
stated above. Figure 1 shows the simulation domain of MAPLE as well as the reflectivity coverage area
of nine Doppler weather radars used by MAPLE, including four S-band/pol (RCHL, RCWF, RCKT,
and RCCG) and five C-pol (RCMK, RCCK, RCGR, RCLY, and RCNT) radars in Taiwan. Their volume
scan observations are operationally preprocessed and meshed into composite reflectivity at 921 × 881
horizontal grid points with 0.0125◦ spacing every 10 min by the Quantitative Precipitation Estimation
and Segregation Using Multiple Sensor (QPESUMS; [52]) system of CWB. The composite reflectivity
data serve as both the input of MAPLE and the observations against which the five nowcasting
experiments are verified. As for the WRF experiment, two-way interactive, double-nested simulation
domains with 45 vertical eta levels are used as in Figure 2. Domains 1 and 2 have 280 × 280 and
331 × 331 horizontal grid points with 15 and 3 km spacing, respectively. The initial and boundary
conditions were generated from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global
Forecast System (GFS) 0.5◦ forecast, and then the GTS data, the refractivity of GPS-RO, and the
radial velocity and reflectivity of five radars (RCHL, RCWF, RCKT, RCCG, and RCMK; Figure 1) are
assimilated via the 3DVar component of the WRFDA. The GTS and GPS-RO data are assimilated in
both domains 1 and 2 at the initial time of the GFS forecast. The radar data are assimilated later in
domain 2 for three analysis cycles at 30 min intervals, as analysis increments can be fed back to domain
1 by two-way interaction. Lastly, the predicted three-dimensional reflectivity in domain 2 is converted
to composite reflectivity and interpolated to the QPESUMS grid. It is noteworthy that, to mimic the
data latency resulting from computing and transmission in the operational situation, the beginning
10 min of the MAPLE nowcast and 30 min of the WRF nowcast are truncated. For example, if the time
of the five verified nowcasts is 10:00–12:30 UTC, the time of the last radar data input into MAPLE and
assimilated into WRF will be 09:50 and 09:30 UTC, respectively.
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Extrapolation (MAPLE) and the reflectivity coverage area (in white) of nine Doppler weather radars
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Forecasting (WRF) model. Domains 1 and 2 have 280 × 280 and 331 × 331 horizontal grid points with
15 and 3 km spacing, respectively.

4. Results

4.1. Spatial Performance for Two Contrasting Events

Prior to evaluating the statistical skill of the five methods for all the events, the spatial performance
for two contrasting events that, respectively, stand for the developing and dissipating scenarios of
convective systems was investigated. Figure 3 shows the reflectivity of the observations and five
nowcasts at different lead times for a PL event at 10:00 UTC 2 July. The corresponding rainfall rate
converted by a reflectivity–rainfall rate (Z–R) relation:

Z = 32.5R1.65, (9)

which is employed by the QPESUMS system referring to [53], is also shown for reference. In this
developing event, multiple convective lines (area A) north of a tropical depression on the South
China Sea strengthened and approached the land of Taiwan during the 150 min when the tropical
depression was moving northward. Meanwhile, a convective system (area B) in northern Taiwan
was weakening. Neither the strengthening in area A nor the weakening in area B were captured
by the MAPLE nowcast because extrapolation itself can hardly evolve intensity variations. For the
WRF nowcast, serious overestimation was widespread around the area A, mainly resulting from the
initial wet bias (not shown) of the NCEP GFS moisture field and its error growth during the spin-up
period, but the weakening trend in area B was better predicted. With respect to the blending schemes,
the reflectivity maps of Lin CD and ExAMP at 0 min are identical to that of MAPLE, which owns an
initial weight of 1 for both schemes (w in Equations (5) and (8)). The initial weight of MAPLE for Sal
CD (wS in Equation (6)) is slightly smaller than 1 as Equation (6) becomes:

wS =
1
2

1 + √
1 + r2

√
1 + r2 + 1− r

 (10)
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with w = 1. This is why the reflectivity pattern of WRF is vaguely visible in Sal CD at 0 min. As the
lead time increases, the Lin CD and Sal CD nowcasts gradually approximate the WRF nowcast and
thus inherit the serious overestimation around area A and predicted weakening trend in area B. Instead
of approximating the WRF at final moments, ExAMP follows the reflectivity pattern of MAPLE all
the way but successfully captures both the strengthening in area A and the weakening in area B via
moderate intensity adjustment referring to WRF. This makes ExAMP the best nowcasting method
among the five for this event.
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Figure 3. The reflectivity and corresponding rainfall rate of (from left to right) the observations
and the nowcasts of MAPLE, WRF, linear cross dissolve (Lin CD), salient cross dissolve (Sal CD),
and extrapolation adjusted by model prediction (ExAMP) at the lead time of (from top to bottom)
0, 60, 90, 120, and 150 min for a PL event at 10:00 UTC 2 July. Rectangles A and B highlight the
discussed areas.

Figure 4 shows the reflectivity and corresponding rainfall rate in the other event at 10:30 UTC 2
August which stands for the scenario of dissipating local thunderstorms (LT). From the observations,
the thunderstorms (area C) around the land and offshore areas of central and southern Taiwan
continuously dissipated during the 150 min. The MAPLE nowcast fails in evolving the weakening
trend again, and the reflectivity pattern and intensity look stationary owing to a very weak motion
field. For the WRF nowcast, the positions of convective cells at 0 min were deviated from the
observations. Although these initial cells dissipate as the simulation proceeds, there were two spurious
cells (areas D and E) strengthening instead near the eastern coast. With respect to the blending
schemes, the characteristics of Lin CD and Sal CD are analogous to those in the previous event,
resembling MAPLE in the beginning and gradually approximating WRF. By contrast, ExAMP retrieves
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the weakening trend in area C to a certain extent and successfully avoids the two spurious cells in WRF,
which makes ExAMP the best again. As a concluding remark, the WRF nowcasts in both developing
and dissipating scenarios reflect the aforementioned experience that the variations of existing cells
analyzed by radar data assimilation are more predictable than the positions of new cells while the
model has not spun up. According to this reason and the experiment results, the ExAMP scheme is
certainly advantageous to nowcasting within very short lead time.
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4.2. Statistical Skill for All the Events

For the more systematic evaluation of the five methods, statistical skill scores are calculated for all
the sampled heavy rainfall events. To examine the overall performance first, the root mean square
errors (RMSEs) of the reflectivity predicted by the five methods at different lead times, computed over
the grid points with observed reflectivity exceeding 0 dBZ for the 43 periods, are compared in Figure 5.
It is obvious that ExAMP has the lowest RMSEs and MAPLE takes second place at all the lead times.
Their error values reasonably grow as the lead time increases because of the declining predictability.
On the contrary, the RMSEs of WRF seem saturated all the way at the worst value of 10 dBZ, which the
RMSEs of Lin CD and Sal CD, respectively, equal and approximate after 120 min. The RMSEs of Lin
CD are lower at 60 and 90 min but higher at 120 and 150 min than those of Sal CD, which echoes the
superior performance of Sal CD to Lin CD within the lead time of 2–5 h in [33]. Besides the overall
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performance, the threat scores (TSs) and bias scores (BSs) that exhibit the nowcasting skill above certain
reflectivity thresholds are also compared, defined as

TS =
H

H + F + M
, (11)

BS =
H + F
H + M

, (12)

where H, F, and M are, respectively, the grid point numbers of hits, false alarms, and misses above
the threshold. Figures 6 and 7, respectively, show the TSs and BSs of the five methods above 10, 20,
and 30 dBZ thresholds at different lead times. Unlike the distinguishable RMSEs, the TSs of MAPLE
and ExAMP draw above all the reflectivity thresholds at all the lead time. This indicates that both
schemes have equivalent skill in predicting whether the reflectivity will exceed a certain threshold.
The TSs of WRF, Lin CD, and Sal CD are obviously lower as expected, except those above the 30 dBZ
threshold at the lead time of 150 min. The BSs of MAPLE and ExAMP approach the ideal value of
1 above the 10 and 20 dBZ thresholds, but those of ExAMP above the 30 dBZ threshold are smaller
than 1. This indicates that ExAMP, in comparison to MAPLE, may have more grid points of misses
above high reflectivity thresholds. Nevertheless, it can be asserted that serious overestimation among
the grid points of hits and false alarms is the least likely to happen in the ExAMP nowcasts for its
lowest RMSEs. On the contrary, almost all the BSs of WRF, Lin CD, and Sal CD are much larger than 1
particularly at longer lead times, representing serious overestimation.
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Figure 5. The root mean square errors (RMSEs) of the reflectivity predicted by MAPLE, WRF, Lin CD,
Sal CD, and ExAMP at the lead times of 60, 90, 120, and 150 min, computed over the grid points with
observed reflectivity exceeding 0 dBZ for the 43 periods.

To further evaluate the performance for different types of heavy rainfall events, the TSs and BSs of
the five methods for the LT, MF, PL, and TY event types above the 20 dBZ threshold at different lead
times are compared in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. From the TS results, the event type does not change
the performance ranking of the five methods revealed in the previous overall statistics. This implies
the consistent advantage of the ExAMP scheme for various severe weather systems. Comparing the
TSs of the same method for different event types, TY and LT are the highest and lowest, respectively.
This makes sense because typhoons have well organized, horizontally advected rainbands while the
evolution of local thunderstorms is relatively vertical with high nonlinearity and unpredictable. The BS
results keep the same conclusion as in the overall statistics that MAPLE and ExAMP are the only two
methods immune to serious overestimation. In terms of different event types, the BSs of MAPLE and
ExAMP equivalently approach the ideal value of 1 for TY, but the former is too large for LT while the
latter is too small for MF and PL.
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and (c) 30 dBZ thresholds at the lead times of 90, 120, and 150 min, computed over the grid points with
observed reflectivity exceeding 0 dBZ for the 43 periods.
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observed reflectivity exceeding 0 dBZ for the 43 periods.
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Figure 8. The TSs of MAPLE, WRF, Lin CD, Sal CD, and ExAMP for the LT, MF, PL, and TY event types
above the 20 dBZ threshold at the lead times of (a) 60, (b) 90, (c) 120, and (d) 150 min, computed over
the grid points with observed reflectivity exceeding 0 dBZ.
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Figure 9. The BSs of MAPLE, WRF, Lin CD, Sal CD, and ExAMP for the LT, MF, PL, and TY event types
above the 20 dBZ threshold at the lead times of (a) 60, (b) 90, (c) 120, and (d) 150 min, computed over
the grid points with observed reflectivity exceeding 0 dBZ.

5. Summary and Future Prospect

Accurate nowcasting is the core technology of early warning for severe weather systems, such as
tornadoes, thunderstorms, and flash floods. A long history of Doppler weather radar studies has
revealed that radar echo extrapolation and high-resolution numerical model prediction with radar
data assimilation are two major nowcasting methods, which excel at very short lead times and longer
lead times, respectively. To take advantage of both, many blending schemes have been designed and
evaluated in recent years. This study uses MAPLE, WRF, and three blending schemes, including Lin CD,
Sal CD, and the new empirical ExAMP scheme, to perform 150 min reflectivity nowcasting experiments
for the 43 periods of 10 heavy rainfall events in Taiwan in 2019. The concept of ExAMP, which has
full trust in the pattern of reflectivity predicted by MAPLE but allows the intensity to be adjusted by
WRF, is motivated by the authors’ experience that the variations of existing cells analyzed by radar
data assimilation are more predictable than the positions of new cells. The spatial performance for
two contrasting events, which respectively stand for developing and dissipating scenarios, shows that
ExAMP outperforms the others with more accurate prediction of both strengthening and weakening
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trends. The statistical skill for all the events shows that the nowcasts by ExAMP and MAPLE obtain
the lowest and second lowest RMSEs at all the lead times, respectively. Further examination of TSs
and BSs implies that ExAMP may have more grid points of misses above high reflectivity thresholds
in comparison to MAPLE, but serious overestimation among hits and false alarms is the least likely
to happen in the ExAMP nowcasts. Moreover, the type of heavy rainfall events does not change the
performance ranking of the five methods, all of which have the highest predictability for a typhoon
event and the lowest for local thunderstorm events.

As this study focuses on reflectivity nowcasting, rainfall nowcasting is the one more practical and
applicable to downstream water hazard information for early warning systems. For future prospects,
the skill of the ExAMP scheme in blending the rainfall predicted by extrapolation and numerical model
systems can also be explored and verified by rain gauge measurements. In this case, the approach
of quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE) that empirically converts reflectivity to the rainfall
rate such as the aforementioned Z–R relation [53] must be utilized if the extrapolation system only
predicts reflectivity like MAPLE. Another approach is to directly extrapolate rainfall, which can
be estimated from either reflectivity or more advanced dual-polarization radar variables for higher
accuracy, e.g., [5,54]. No matter which approach is adopted, the uncertainty embedded in the empirical
relations between the radar variables and rainfall rate needs to be investigated in advance. Afterward,
the ExAMP scheme can hopefully benefit rainfall nowcasting as well.
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